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* 0h sI3oh nub 12fl. 
BOOKBINDING SIVCE i8or. 

OUISIANIAN slaves under 
whose care children went to 
the school-house were vain 

. --'v S -of the books that they carried 
in a strap or in a net-worked 

l z bag, and they took pains to 
dress them in Madras or silk 

i~ Fi< of their mistresses' gowns. 
They were fastidious in the 
arrangement of various stuffs 

a"b=} on the cover of a book, and 
though they had never heard 
of mosaic,-made pictures in 

patches of the voracious Compeer Bouqui, the Cali 
ban, and the amiable Mamzelle Calinda, the Ariel of 
'Louisidna folklore. It is 'traditional that there were 
good ideas-in the crowd of these chance artists, but .the 
art is now a lost art. 

The books of the Colonial. printers were better bound 
than are the books of the present time. In their ante 

mundane state they knew nothing of " case-bindig," a 
great fad of progress whereby a book and its covers are 
distinct dbjects, as distinct as -a bonnet and an umbrella. 
They moulded a paste board cover on a pamphlet, even 
as Jouvin moulds a glove on a hand. 

Now there are workmen who bind leaves and there 
'are workmen who make A' cases." There are factories 
--where " cases"' are turned out by machinery- in various. 
sizes of- books; from folio to minimo. They may be 
bought by wholesale and kept at hand for the. books to 
*be glued in them; it is cheaper, but-an unbound book 
is cheapest and better. 

If sumptuar.y laws. were to be enacted, they would 4o 
well to prohibit as -pernicious (for untutored. minds) 
a book like that on "La Reliure," by Octave- Uzanne, 
which counsels ornament,.calls for the silken stuffs of 
Persia, lauds in its pleasing eighteenth-century style 
-artists of festoons and astragals; it is the "Mademoi 
selle de Maupin" of bibliopegy. It praises Amand be 
cause Amand knows how to make a mosaic and how to 
blend colors, but Amand does not know the art of 
bookbinding. It is out of date to praise the, classics, I 
know, but modern bookbinders' must look. to their. 
classics. Grolier has.been praised so much for the-in 
terlacing gold lines that are the distinctive ornaments of 
his books that "Grolier style" is taken to apply to orna 
ment and nothing more. It should not be. Ornament 
aside, the books made for 'Grolier had solidity ̀and 
elegance-; Roger Payne's books solidity without ele-. 
gance; Clovis Eve's books elegance without solidity. 
*The English and American binders, imbued with the 
practical, earth-to-earth idea; that a book is made to be 
read and should open easily and; remain open -at any 
page, make, covers that have to- lie flat upon a table. 

And the covers lie flat upon a plane, inexorably, whether 
the body of -the book follows or not, like the wings of a 
butterfly on1a board-. 'Henry Beraldi says "a well 
bound book must- ndt be able to open" to .express 
'something similar to the "clinging"J of a 41l-fltted 
gown. Grolier's books were bound inl that way; thle 
book and its covers were one, not separable, and. the 
edges were curvred with a grace that comes of having 
one's heart in one's work. 

Marius-Michel, students and teachers of bookbinding, 
make a gilding that for splendor and durability chal 
lenge comparison, and a covering that is so heavy, 
'lackding so m.uch of the Grolier quality, that. with a 
-lettering it is like a tomlbstone with an epitaph. It was 
*for that reason that I gave them Lemerre's " Le Tom 

~beau de Theophile Gautier" to bind and no. other. 
Lortic is to me the best disciple that Grolier evrer had, 
and when I was at Chantilly, .Mgr. le duc d"Aumale 
showed me a book that was- bound. and decor.ated by 
*Lortic and gilded by Marids-Michel. .It' was like a 
blade of Damascus in a hilt by Paul Meurice. 

Lortic is nolonger at work; his. sons have caught the 
knack of binding a book gracefully and well, but that 
they have not inherited their father's 'aptness 'at' deco 
ration was shown in the 'binding of the vellum copy-of 
" A Decree of Starve Chamb)er," made specially for an 
exhibition of modemn bookbindings at the Grolier Club. 
If the elder Lortic's mosaic bindings have not in the 
future the money vawlte of Trauti-Bauzonnet's, it will be 

because of the relative rarity of the latter's mosaic work; 
there are-scarce examples of bookbinding as there are 
scarce examples of books. 

It would not be necessary to say, if the error in judg-. 
ment were.not often made by cataloguers, book collectors, 
and others who-should know better, that Bertrand, 
David, Roussell, are not to be classed with Lortic, 
Chambolle-Duru, Marius-Michel. Bertrand made the 
corners of his bindings round: it was pretty while it was 
novel; David had original ideas of decoration; Rous 
selle imitated every style of decoration. They might have 
become great artists; they yielded to the temptation of 
working -for booksellers, for American booksellers in 
particular. They have bound many books, but at a sacn 
fice of conscientiousness. HENRI PtNE Du Bois. 

AAR T MA GA ZINES. 

A DELICATE etching *after Albert Moore's picture, 
"The Dreamers," forms the frontispiece- of the October MAGA 
zinEof ART (Cassell .& Co.). There is an illustrated article on the 
Birmingham Museum and Art Galery, and others . on -"Nicholas 
Poussin," on "Current Art," "Sienna," and " French Furniture 
in the Eighteenth Century." There is a full-page wood engrav 
ing after F. M. Bogg's " En Mer,". and much other interesting 

matter, literary and artistic. - 

THE PORTFOLIO (Macmillan & Co.) continues to 
maintain its. high rank, among English art publications. The 
September number -has. an excellent photogravure of- & pretty 
child's head in marble, French work of the last century, evidently, 
and attributed'to J. A. Houdon. Haerlem is illustrited By clever 
pen sketches of Reginald'Blomafield. .The se'ries o'? illUstrated 
articles on "Scottish: Painters"'is continued. There is a,fair 
etching of "Evening near Harcow" and an extra photogravure 
of a picture:by S. Bouqgh, HolmwoodComroi." - ',, 

SOME plaques in bronze by Oscar Roty are illusttated 
:in Paul 'Leroi's -article on the Salon in the number'qf L'Aurl-fur 

Septe!mber ist. Anu interesting afticle bn "Industrial A* iid`the 
Provinces f ffrom the pen of j. B. Giraud, with ilnn*a 
tions drawnir.m the productions of ar-students^ and, ranufAc.' 
turersof Lyons. rmaini Bapst WrieS Of -.Francois I.-and - 
Crown DiamoAds, and chapters 5 anajl 6 Of Pierre Gauthiers 
romance "La Dahad, with designs by Dumont, closethe num 
ber.- the plates hon texte" are an etching by Gaujean of 
Eugene Lambert's " Famille des Chats"- and a drawing "Bj 
Mlle. Anna Bilinska from her portrait Qf herself in-the Silon;. 
-THE iatest issue of THE STUDIO is one of the West of 
that admirably written magazine. One Of the supplementis.1a a. 

vser successful reproduction, by the- Kurtz process, of an engrav 
ing of the Sir Joshua Reynolds picture latey presented -to the 

Metropolitan MUseUm by Mr. Junius S. Morgan. 

.. THE CURIO, a very handsomely printed magazine; 
published by R. W. Wright, of New York, is the newest candidate 
foi public favor. Much space is given to the arts'of thibibliophile 
-including'a gossipy article by Henri P&ne-Dtu 'Bois:-&ndto' 
Aniericani genealogical trees; and Alfred Trumble, under the ttle 
"-The Magpie's Hoard," has an entertaining articleo6n the foibles 
of thle American " nouveau riche'"' collector. The freedom with 
which the editor helps himself from our columns'(without credit 
ing) shows that he knows a good thing when he sees it. We wel 
come The 'Curio as a sort of -cousin-german to The Art Amateur, 
and wish it abundant success. 

THERE is a capital article in the REVUE ILLUSTRt 
on the humors of the'Amerncan negro, writte by Ailfred Trumble, 
and cleverly, illustrated byAlfred Kappes. 

A SHOR T HISTOR Y OP ARCHITECTURE. 

THE task which Mr. Arthur Lyman Tuckerman has 
undertaken in writinghis " Short History of Architecture" (Charles 
Scribne,r's Sons) is by no means an easy one, and it is not surprising 
-fhat'he has not in every respect succeed,ed in it. To condense the 
history of architecture into z68 pages, showing the logicalconnec 
tion between style an d style and avoiding technical terms, which, 
however they may puzzle the ordinary reader, are a great help to 
brevity and, accura,cy of description, wer,e a work that might strain 
any man's capacity. The main fault of Mr. Tuckermani's book: is 
the introduction of mlatter not ,a:bsolutely necessary, and the-relation 
of which to themore'important st,yles is not, shown. Thus, there 
is a chapter on Celticrmonuments, which, -by the way,'makes no 
mention ot the most interesting of them, the sepulchral barrows, 
and whiich does not even hint at the resemblance bet,ween them 
and the Pel,asgian remainsof Greece and Italy. Nor is any at 
tempt made to show the influence of these latter in -the develop 
ment of the perfected Greek styles. Instead, Vitr,uvius's fantasti 
cal account of the origin gf the Greek orders is quoted; at great 
length. The chapter on " Asiatic Architecture," again, gives a 
very inadequate view of the different Asiatic styles, which have 
had so little effect on European architecture that, if they were not 
to be fully considered for their- own sake, they might have been 
relegated to an appendix. 

- PRINCIPLES OF ART.: 
ARTISTS who make any attempt to reason about the 

principles of their art will accept the presentation of them by Mr. 
John C. Vandyke, in his book' published under the above titleEby 
Fords, Howard & Hulbert, as being, in general, satisfactory, 
if not always as clear as it might be. But clearness, in this 

matter, means dogmatism; and, 'though Mr. Vandytke admits that 

there-is but little that is absolutely novel in his theory, yet, ad 

dressing himself, not to artists, but to the- publid; he .must be'. 
allowed to make use of argumients and illustratioiktwhich would 
be unnecessary i-f he were writing -for tbose whonav-passed their 
lives in the practice of art ordaily contact with atists. It follows 
that his book cannot be skiimrnd; nor can: it be read, with any . 
benefit, without redfection and study. It is -only just to say that 
it is worth the pains which it exacts of the. reader who, notaready 
grounded in asthetics, may wish to form a true conceptfion of the 
aims and tendencies of modem artists., . 

The work is divided -into two parts. -The first on" Art in 
History," deals with past'manifestitions of. the tisspintand: 
leads up-to the second, 4"iArt id'Theory,' tin which, the ai:msand.-,: 
purposes of modermart are defined. -Mr. Yxandyki -is :an iddGt. 
and does not hold:the artist bound to rjyierismj S nor 1 eyewi - 
the expression or the recognition of scientific E rts, i b; 
ness it is to express the beauty of Inatural- objects or of su&i b-. 
stract id'eas as mnay be coniveyed by.-means of t,hemf Iin:either 
case, his work is the worik.of an idealist-apoet, forsimplenatural' 
beauty 'does not, itself, appeal to the senses only --- Hence, when 
painting from natture, the artist must. never alwlo.wh',h3iself to fll., 
i'nto mechanical copyism, but must con.stat.y exercise his judgmeneit , . 
in reproducing only what will serve -to- express- ,hiis .sense: of the 
beauty peculiar to the scene or object,' -and whatever eimtion'r 
feeling it may produce in him. - - 

Thisvieswof the object ofartiselaboratedat contiderable lengtb, - 
and is illustrated not only by references to worti6f- piastic at: L 
but also to poetry -and the drama. -In the first part thvo - 
ume itis shown-to be implied in the.art workl of aUl-previ4sh ge%1s t 
and, as in modern ,art, the artists- of each nation xpess the 
national idea of beauty, and each individual artist 4isYindvidual 
idea, so eadh former period has;had its idealapart,a even savage v 
tribes have given characteristic expression,'through teir phttty X 
and tbeir rude carvings, tb the sense-of beauty tht was em 
Though the argumentis, necssarily, m ore orla 
the reader's fault if he does dot follow 'it.. :MrVandykes ex-- ?-.S. 
amplds-are abundant and well chosen, anid his understanding of 
the subject is shown as-well in his ivoidance of certain topics'as; & 
being beside it, as in his tretmentof really imirtan n 

-ARZ'Z&1 Str1CAAAO Y-&V~ 
* * , ! - _ * _ ~~~~~~~9-.F. eid. A ;ssW_ ,,, i ', 'i4*t *;tset -t-s 

-HENRY LEDELE, 3h `Av 
lated and compiled from the toremost Germ Y6an, Frenclt i -6 
lish authorities a sort of- prcis of the; hun nto my usr 
d: by sixty-four engravings, which he calls Ana:toiatl u . t" 

iliary." -In this useful publication he gves, frt -the 'stnda --c 
neasurements of the imale and,female- figiures, ad afftdr.td; ?<. 

hiorough exiihibition'of the various bones muscland 
.temale.;figure illustrated by vanous views of an .at ehlg')4'S 
-,up a heav- weight.--Many -drawings of? the lhead1 t tOs ' 

han~I~ and-fet, each accompanied by; tw r e g 
art ataxed Precision- an dconciseness -of'i sti iiti - 
'the b& whic in thehands of a studentwho asoppou 

and lessSordierly aasesand handbooks - " 

'~~~ PN ..- NX E .W.I. 2,ANXSLA TZONXSbW T L,XrOf.4gt$j 
, JT--rI:<,'pis-.now possible. for. the2.American: e 

a cqatewt Wench. or Russian to +,form a p ypf? 
idea fu the t the life' o ne of the m 

meniof the?enury. wIolstoi, Whose greatn n "Ail i. 'tW 4 
-nina," and *whose autobiographic; sketcles&ihn 'Chi?bcd s6?C 
hood, Youth`' have,laid aofrpto us the peuharilieo 
life, and of his own most .intimdte :thoughii and'feelings, titthk ez 14' 
volumes recently published by 9rowell &- Co.,tak+es up leg - - -t 
ius and sociological speculations of which we fnd t beg n 
recorded in some of the.most interesting diapters qf tlist 
named volume... Thesespec&latioans, -' nmost readersaare aware, X$ 
are carred to a conclusion in " My kelig ioh;i tli&tidi4iais$Tt 

'Vooks at--~ ~~~~~~-'( work of the-author;.but in the books a+t-.;presentnerreitw 
we are taken, step b. step,-. throughl the expenences< aiid'the - 

reaqonings which led him to his preent manner -,of life 1d the' - 
belief oj which it is founded. - 

It is the great distinction of Tolstoi as a reasoner, thathe er; t 
once lets to of fact. Every argument is:-based on somethin hr-, 
has seen or suffered. - -Per contra, his nlarrative prXeisets 'ev.entjs' 
not only in their outward aspect, but .aisp 'in theirr efecttuo isS 
mind anad emotions, and both -pictures :have. thie startli+nglyffel-,t--;y',, 
effect of something seen in a mirror. .Isfit a Moso beggar&that 
is described, the man's portrait is drawn, in a few wiordsothat -s. -2 
he-might be recognized among a thousand. Is iot a state of iind. 4 
or of feeling- that i5 to ibe depicted, thiat which; is pesoal&<tV 
momentaeryin it is -shown as clearly-is-th hat wic ibuivezsal, - 
and, while awakeniing iour inter,est,' beips us toward the confclu. 
sion1 to which it is the author 's-aim.to bring u.,-., - ,.*-t, iS<, 

In the volume of tales, and sketches phublish-ed, undeuthtie,ttitlei .";% 
of IVAN ILYITCH AND OTHER SrosuEsth3is aim is< only, implied,;- - X 
but so that there is. no niistaldng it. 'Thie 'deathi of Iva 
Ilyitch is a pow.erful homily addressed to the worldly and-irrt-2 -:; 
ligious man of affairs.- The doctrine of passive resistanice is iin-- - - '.-* 
culcated in the short tale, " A Candle," and in the "Text .for - -> 

Woodcuts " the moral- is never hard to-find. -But in the voolume,A 
of essays called WHAT TO DO ?- clumsyr' rendering of the:' 5 
Frehch title, "4Que Faire ?"-though the narratiVe fo;r- is re- -' ., 
tained in most of them, it is autobiographical, without aiytppear-'-i 
ance of anl intermixtuire-of fiction, and .the logicalpresentationi hdf:: 
the author's views takies up mitch space*. In- fact, .the nar,ratiye, . 
itself is given as argument not as stow. TIolstoY,'s co,nnection , :. 
with the census of Moscow, entered into by him with the object . 
Of learning how best to benefit the poor of that citj, led him into 
all the fastoesses of its vices and misery, .and to atheery as-to their,. 
causes, and as to the only adequate means of relieving them,-;as 
hovel to the modern world as it is boldly and cleaLrly wrought out. - -. 
Objections to this theory are combated in an sa on tbe - 
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Significance of Science and Art," to which we will return, and 
in others II On Labor and Luxury," and " To Women." 
Much the same may be said of the form and manner of MY 

CONFESSION. It is an elaborate argument in favor of Tolsto;'s 

present belief as announced in " My Religion," and summarized 

in " The Spirit of Christ's Teaching," appended to " My Con 

fession " in the present edition. It is, at the same time, a his 
tory of his inner experience from youth to age, of his successive 

illusions and awakenings, his studies, his efforts at practical 
work, his alarms and disappointments, and his final acceptance of 

the Christian Gospel as he understands it. 
A short analysis of Tolstoi's views on art, and of the opinions 

on which they are based, will place the reader en rapport with his 

entire view of life, and may serve instead of a more elaborate 

review of his works, which cannot be attempted here. In his 

essay on the significance of science and art, already referred to, 
he takes issue with the popularizers of modern scientific theories of 

development, progress, and the survival of the fittest, claiming 

that their success is due, not to any arguments that they can 

bring forward in support of these theories, but to the excuses 

which these theories, if adopted, furnish for the selfishness of the 

cultured classes. These latter, according to Tolsto;, take from 

the poor and uneducated much more than they render. And 

what, indeed, can be the benefit to the Russian peasant of the 

shadow of European civilization which he maintains in St. 

Petersburg and Moscow ? If it is not manly for the cultured to 

leave behind and forget the existence of the proletariat, if scien 

tific teachings furnish no excuse for so doing, then Tolstoi's 

indictment of the highest European civilization must be admitted 

to be well founded. But modern art must come in for its share 

of whatever obloquy must fall upon modern culture as a whole. 

It does next to nothing for people in the lowest grades of society. 

Its finest results can only bewilder or demoralize these people. 
They are for the rich and well-to-do, and for these only. There 

fore Tolstoi would have the artist confine himself to rude wood 

cuts for illustrations to ballads and tales such as the peasanits 
enjoy, and to the painting of pictures for a few kopecks each. 

It is undeniable that genius may he expressed by rude means, 

and perhaps the world would lose little if all Russian artists 

should confine themselves to such means. But that which forms 

the strength of TolstoY's argument, its unbroken basis of personal 

experience, renders it inapplicable to the world at laige, of much 

of which he has had no experience, and, apparently, has no con 

ception. There is in this country, for instance, no such prole 
tariat as that of some European states. The majority of our 

people are capable of enjoying, in some degree, the productions 
of modem art, and are, or may hope to be, in a position to do 
so. Nevertheless, TolstoY's works are sure to make a profound 

impression on whoever reads them; and if they lead, as they 

should, to a broadening of our sympathies,and a raising of our aim, 

in art as in other things, nothing but good can come from them. 

MISCELLANEOUS P UBLICA TIONS. 
THE first gift-book of the season which has reached 

us is a magnificent edition of ENOcH ARDEN, illustrated by 
Edmund H. Garrett and Charles Copeland, and published by 
E. P. Dutton & Co. The drawings are evidently done, if not di 
rectly from nature, at least while the artists were newly inspired by 
the scenery and the sort of life which they represent, and of which 
the poem treats. The English coast scene wvhich illustrates the first 
lines of thetext places before us the fishing village in the chasm of 
the cliffs as vividly, color excepted, as does Tennyson's word pict 

ure. The lonely Hall with its " peacock yew-tree" and " portal 
warding lion-whelp" are here, and the- " larger haven" with the 

sweep of sands and cliff leading to it-a really remarkable draw 

ing, and remarkably well engraved. Several of Mr. Garrett's sea 
views, especially those illustrating the words, " The sea is His," 
are deserving of high praise. The idea of tumult by day and 
unrest by night is conveyed with a true artist's feeling. In his 

figure pieces Mr. Garrett is not so uniformly successful as in his 

landscapes; but, at least, the failures are not made at critical 

points. Rather his ability shows itself the greater, the more dif 
ficult the subject. Thus, his ideal portrait of " Miriam Lane" is 
by all odds the best thing in the book; and the study of Annie in 
her cottage, after the burial of her child, is strong and unaffected. 

Mar. Copeland's designs, as we presume* them to be, for the bor 

ders, include some very pretty ones. The cover, in blue, silver, 
and gold, is both effective and elegant. 

THE THACKERAY LETTERS, which from the first 
issue of Scribner's Magazine have been one of its most attrac 
tive features, were brought to a close last month in their serial 

form, and appeared simultaneously from the press of Charles 
Scribner's Sons as a handsome volume, with portraits and fac 
simile reproductions of letters and drawings. It seems almost in 
credible-yet it is stated as a fact-that these letters should have 
been offered for publication to various London publishers and de 

clined, before they were given to the world through the Scribners. 
Assuredly now no one who owns a set of Thackeray's works 

wvill fail to secure this volume to keep it company. 

PERSONAL BEAUTY AND ROMANTIC LOVE, by 
Henry T. Finck, is likely to prove as popular a book as ever came 
from the press of Macmillan & Co. The author seems really tO 
have read everything pertaining to the subject, from Ovid to 

Schopenhauer, and he quotes impartially from both of those phi 
losophers. Darwin, Tyndall and Huxley are put under contribution 

in a way which, it is safe to say, will make some of their scien 
tific views interesting to thousands of readers who would never 

have read a line of their writings but for Mr. Finck. It must 

not be supposed, however, that the volume contains nothing but 

second-hand opinions concerning the all-powerful passion. Quite 
the contrary. Our author has decided views of his own about 

Beauty and about Love, and he gives us the benefit of his 

widely-diffused reading chiefly for the purpose of strengthening 

the opinions he puts forth. Mr. Finck's chief and most startling 

propositioni is that Romantic Love is a comparatively new thing, 
growing out of our modern civilization, and, to do him justice, 
he goes a long way toward proving it. 

THREE GOOD GIANTS tells the curious adventures of 
Grandgousier, Gargantua and Pantagruel, the famous creations of 

Fran9ois Rabelais. It is not a little startling that any part of the 

writings of that unspeakably coarse philosopher and humorist 

should be presented for the reading of the children of to-day, and, 

innocuous as the present volume is, we believe it would have been 

better for Mr. John Dimitry to have left alone this job of expur 

gation. The doings of Rabelais' ";good giants" are not so 

attractive in themselves as serviceable in illustrating certain whim 

sical political ideas of the rollicking cure, and Mr. Dimitry 
makes it plain that, when divorced from the context, the stories 

are, for the most part, wvholly pointless. For our part, we would 

much prefer to make our little ones acquainted with the old 

fashioned bad giants, such as were killed by the immortal little 

Jack, to introducing thein to these " good " ones who cannot fail 

to bring with them into the nursery a suggestion of their mal 

odorous author. The illustrations, by Dore and Robida, are ad 

mirable, and the volume typographically is in every way worthy 
of the press of Ticknor & Co., from which it is issued. 

ONE HUNDRED DAYS IN EUROPE, the title under which 

Houghton, Mifflin & Co. publish Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes's 

impressions of his last year's trip across the Atlantic, had much 

better be One Hundred Days in England, for the author's short 

stay in France gave him but little to say except that Paris out of 

season looked vacuous and torpid. But, on the other hand, his 

race through England has furnished the doctor with many occa 

sions to be entertaining and instructive, which, needless to say, 
he improves with all of his old-time good-humored egoism. 
He finds fault with things in a way that adds to their attractive 

ness. The old Cathedral of Chester seems to him "'particularly 
mouldy, and, in fact, too high-flavored with antiquity." He com 

pares the English cathedral churches generally to so many old 

cheeses. "They have a tough gray rind and a rich interior, 
which find food and lodging for numerous tenants who live and 

die under their shelter or their shadow-lowly servitors some of 

them, portly dignitaries others, humble, holy ministers of religion 
many, I doubt not-larvae of angels, who will get their wings by 
and by." He thinks it best that "one should, avoid being a 

duke ;" and would seemingly prefer being a ruminant so that he 

might have stomachs enough for the English four meals a day. 

THE young woman of leisure has found a novelist after 
her own heart in Marion Wilcox, whose SENORA VILLENA and 
GRAY: AN OLDHAVEN ROMANCE are published in one volume, by 
White, Stokes & Allen. "Senora Villena" introduces us to a 
colony of Spanish anid Cuban Americans, very agreeable people, 
a trifle gay, perhaps, at Oldhaven, which is the author's name 
for New Haven. The lady from whom the story is named is the 
gayest of them all; she makes her fingers " dance ballet " on the 
table to amuse another older lady, and thereby sets everybody to 

work evolving a play the plot of which is woven in with that of 
the story in a wonderful manner. " Gray " is a somewhat extrav 

agant romance of the Hawthorne school, whose hero, Israel 
Slyme, seems to be a distorted copy of Stendhal's Julien, in " Le 
Rouge et le Noir." But the author has imagination and wit. 

MR. INCOUL'S MISADVENTURE, by Edgar Saltus 
(Benjamin & Bell).-Whatever may be said as to the peculiarities 
of this latest literary effort of Mr. Saltus-and peculiarities of 

thought and style one must be prepared to encounter in all that 
comes from his pen-no one can fairly deny that the story is very 
well told, and that it holds one's interest to the end. Whether the 
story was worth the telling is another thing. We do not mean 
from the point of view of the ordinary novel reader-whom the 
author probably holds in hearty contempt-but from the artistic 
standpoint; for it is artistic, we apprehend, that, above everything 
else, Mr. Saltus would be. An intense admirer and a successful 
translator of Balzac, it is that greatest of French novelists he 

would take for his model. One observes the influence of the master 
throughout these pages. Mr. Incoul, a cold-blooded, 'self-con 
tained, cultivated man of fortune, marries deliberately a poor girl 

who tells him that she does not care for him, in the hope of sub 

se9uently winning her love. Discoverinlg that her real lover is 

still devoted to her, he quietly urges him on, and when he finds, 
or fancies that he finds- for h1er guilt is not clear-that his wife is 
untrue, Mr. Incoul deliberately ruins his reputation by making 
him appear to be a card sharper, and, having mercilessly driven 

the w retched man to his death, he quietly puts Mrs. Incoul out of 
the way, by suffocation, in the most gentlemanly and approved 
French fashion. No one suspects him of having had anything to do 
with the death of either of his victims, and he does not even suffer 

the punishment of remorse. The character is skilfully portrayed, 
as, indeed, it should be-for it constitutes the entire book, the other 

persons in the tragedy being little else than shadows-but it re 
minds one irresistibly of the relentless M. de Merret in Balzac's 

story of the " Grande Breteche, ' who, surprising his wife with a 

lover whom she has hurriedly concealed, never leaves the room 
until the masons he has sent for have walled up the door of the 
closet with bricks and mortar, entombing his victim. There is a 

moral- such as it is-to that story, however, for the wicked wvife 
dies miserably after years of sorrowing for her lover. The moral 

of Mr. Saltus's story is left to the imagination. 

THE frolicsome imagination of Frank Stockton runs 
riot in the most delightful fashion in THE BEE-MIAN OF ORN (Chas. 

Scribner's Sons), a collection, from various magazine sources, of 
a dozen or more of the short and fanciful tales in which Stock 
ton's peculiar genius is seen at its best. In these delicious little 

narratives he calmly turns hiso,back on real life, and introduces us 
to griffin, dryad and water sprite, dwarf and magician, not for 

getting a Very Imp and a Jolly-cum-pop of his own private 

invention. The pranks and waggeries of these, and the serio 

comic human characters with which they mingle, are related with 

a full measure of that demure humor which has made Mr. 

Stockton a favorite with so many thousands of readers. 

AN OPERETTA IN PROFILE, by Czeika, is a brightly 
written little story of " Society" as viewed in a provincial city 

in the course of which one encounters not a few witty sallies and 

pungent epigrams. The binding and printing of the volume are 

exceedingly attractive-worthy, indeed, of association with a more 

enduring literary effort. Boston: Ticknor & Co. 

THE MAN WHO WOULD LIKE TO MARRY is a 

merry trifle, consisting of a dozen spirited and neatly-draw-n pen 

sketches by Harry Parkes, published by Frederick Warne & Co., 

and must be seen to be appreciated. 

NEW ETCHINGS. 

F. A. STOKES & BRO. send us artists' proofs upon India 
paper of two very good plates of moderate size, and well adapted for 

framing. "A Political Marriage," by J. A. Mitchell, shows a child 

prince and a princess, in sixteenth century costume, advancing to 

the altar, past a long row of choristers with lighted candles, under 

banners with armorial bearings. A lady in waiting holds up the little 

princess's train, and an old gentleman in armor stands with a 

halberd to ward off the crowd. Mr. Mitchell's picture hints at a 

romance in black and white, vhile Joseph Lauber's etching, 

"Cupid's Music Lesson," is an idyl in gray green. A young 

woman in classic drapery seated under a ceder-tree, near a clump 

of hollyhocks, touches her lyre, while a little cupid, perched on the 

back of another seat, his bow and quiver laid aside, essays to re 

peat the air on a pipe. The sea forms the background. Mitchell's 

etching is capital in execution and expression, while Lauber's is 

attractive as a very decorative composition. 

AMONG the recent publications of Fishel, Adler & 
Schwartz is a clever and very effective etching by C. Y. Turner of 

his Puritan Bridal Procession, which was much noticed at the time 

of its exhibition at the Academy of Design. The handling is very 

vigorous. James S. King's rendering of Leon Moran's "Goose 

Girl" is more delicate, and, from its standpoint, equally effective. 

The same etcher's reproduction of William Morgan's " Gleaner" 

must be considered one of the best etchings of the year, being ex 

cellent in tone, sentiment, and every quality usually looked for in 

modern etchings. The above firm also publishes a seaside view 

with a girl watching sea-gulls, by Hamilton Hamilton. 

FREDERICK KEPPEL is opening the season, at his new 
place of business, in Sixteenth Street, this month with an exhibi 

tion of the etched work of Peter Moran. He has just brought out 

a magnificent plate by Van S'Gravesande, a view of Dordrecht 

Cathedral from the Canal. The picturesque old church is seen in 

the distance, partly obscured by the foliage of a large clump of 

trees and the masts and rigging of vessels which are drawn up to 

the docks on either hand. The effect of distance is remarkable, 

and the handling has all the strength for which this etcher is 

famous. 

KLACKNER'S new publications are among the most im 
portant of the season. Of the figure subjects, C. Morgan McIlhen 

ny's original etching, " Leaving Home," is, perhaps, the most at 

tractive. It shows a young girl, of pure New England type, her 

worldly belongings done up in a handkerchief, alone on a rough bit 

of hillside road. The horizon is very high, and the strip of sky seen 

over it only adds to the sombre effect of the landscape. "Coloni 

al days," by J. S. King, after Percy Moran, and the "Home of 

Evangeline," by Raubicheck, after C. R. Grant, are other etchings 

in which the figure is the principal motive. Of the landscapes, 
"The Marshes," by McIlhenny, " Breakers," by Otis Weber, and 

"Quebec," by Stephen Parrish, after Ranger, are the most effec 

tive. Weber's etching is a really remarkable study of wave form. 

M. J. Burns's" Coast Guard" is noticeable for the spirited action of 

the figures and for the artistic way in which the high lights in sky 

and surf are brought together without confusion. F. M. Greg 

ory's "Trinity Church" is a view up Wall Street from Nassau. 

A number of small but exquisite etchings by Lathrop are shown; 

one by Van Elten, '*A Forest Home," and two of Venetian 

scenes, " Casa Dareo" and " San Stefano," etched respectively by 

Bentley and Rosenberg. 
Knoedler shows, among recent importations, a few proofs of 

Jacquet's beautiful line engraving, after Meissonnier's " Portrait 

of the Sergeant ;" Lerolle's impressionistic and somewhat clumsy 

etching of his own painting, " The End of the Day," with two 

figures occupying the extreme ri'ght, and partly cut off by the 

frame, the setting sun balancing them on the left. There is also 

a new etching after Millet's " Churning" and some proofs of Walt 

ner's immense etching after Jules Breton's " Gleaners." 

Schaus shows a first proof of an etching by Waltner of two 

young girls at the piano, and fine copies of Brunet Desbaines 's 

" Windsor Castle," with the famous royal residence in the dis 

tance, across a weedy reach of the Thames. 

Wunderlich's new etc:hings comprise several fine landscapes, of 

which two are by Kruseman Van Elten-" The Hour of Rest" 

and " The WMoodsman's Home." Another is " A Winter Road," 

by W. C. Bauer, a new etcher, and a strong one. The tree draw 

ing in it is remarkably good, and the snow-covered landscape is 

treated with both knowledge and feeling. Minor's " Evening" 

and Kratke's " Moonrise " and " Dance in Arcadia," both after 

Corot, are to be added to the list. The moonrise is the best inter 

pretation ever given in etching of Corot's painting. The moon 

seems to float in the sky, as does its reflection in the wtater. A fig 

ure subject, by Benjamin Constant (" Oriental Day Dreams"), is 

very attractive.v 
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COLOR STUDIES. 
RAPHAEL TUCK & SONS publish, in chromo-litho 

graphic fornm, several series of studies of birds, flowers, land 
scapes and figures, very useful to art students and others. 

"Studies in Monochrome of Poultry and Familiar Birds," 
are by Helena Maguire, and are amonig the most useful of these 

publications. There are, in reality, three or four tints used in 

producing them, though all being grays they have the effect of 

monochrome work. Still, observingly copied, they will lead the 

beginner to making finer distinctions of shades of color than the 
more richly-colored studies will. 

Albert Bowers uses the same system in his "'monochrome" 
illustrationsof landscapes that Miss Maguire does in her birds, 
only that he uses colder tints to give the aerial effect desirable in 

landscape sketches. 
Our contributor, Miss Ellen Welby, has published by the same 

firm a series of half a dozen studies of " Birds on Fruit Branches," 

suitable for reproduction in oils or other material, for decorative 

panels. Much of the delicacy of color peculiar to the originals is 

lost, owing to the economical process employed. Twelve or fif 

teen printings would not be too many to secure a really fine result. 

Several attractive studies of birds, by Harry Bright, are also 
among the publications of Messrs. Tuck & Co. 

Six " Forest Studies" and four large vignette panels of the " Sea 
sons," by Albert Bowers, are for somewhat advanced students of 

landscape in water-colors. There is an unaffected, homely senti 
ment of natural beauty about some of these studies which especial 
ly recommends them to pupils who, after having acquired some 

facility in drawving, yet need much of the sort of instruction that 
can only be got by copying other people's work. The " Knarled 

Beeches" is especially good in this respect. 

Sprays of flowers arranged to form borders for illuminated or 
printed texts, or, if reduced, for dinner cards, programmes, and 

several other purposes of that nature, are among the productions 

of the firm's presses. 
"Fruit Studies for China Painting," by Amalie Kaercher, are 

arranged in four plates, each of which includes several designs. 
The colors used are those which may be copied with the china 

painters' palette, and are not always those of nature, but are in 

variably harmonious and pleasing. Material for the ornamenta 

tion of a dessert set of almost any number of pieces may be taken 

from these four plates and scarcely be missed. 
The brilliant colors and delicate forms of the " Studies of 

Floral Sprays," by the Baroness Augusta Von Reichett, which 
form three of this series, will fill the young water-colorist with 

joy. It is not too much to say that they are the best studies of 
their simple kind that we have seen. 

Four female heads standing for types of the beauties of Eng 

land, Ireland, Scotland and Wales will doubtless be copied ex 

tensively by young lady art students farther advanced than those 

for whom the plates so far described have been provided. 
F. S. Walker furnishes four studies of gallants romantic 

enough to be attendant cavaliers to the four beauties aforesaid. 

Of a different and more serious character are four " Military 

Studies in Monochrome," by George L. Seynmour. These studies, 
which are almost as life-like as Detaille's, are of a " Lieutenant 
of the Second Life Guards," in helmet and cuirass, mounted on a 

black charger, a " Trooper of the Second Dragoons," on a fine 

gray horse, a " Trumpeter of the Royal Horse Artillery," on a 

powerful draught horse, and a "Subaltern of the Tenth Hus 

sars," with shako and richly-embroidered saddle-cloth, on a gray. 
They are capital studies for use in schools. 

Each series is handsomely and substantially put up in a strong 

paper portfolio with cloth back. 

THE finest trade catalogue we have seen in many a 
day is that of the Belcher Mosaic Glass Co. Beautifully printed 
on heavy Whatman paper and bound in hand-tooled morocco, it 

contains no less than sixty-one colored designs of windows, not 

including the colored title. The work done by the firm is in very 
small pieces of glass, giving effects somewhat similar to the glass 
wall mosaics of Ravenna and Constantinople, but firmly leaded 

together by a new process, so as to allow of their being used as 

windows. Because of the small size of the fragments, delicate 

and regular gradations can be obtained at will, distinguishing the 

wrork from ordinary American stained glass, in which the grada 

tions, except as modified by paint, are accidental. It lends itself 

especially to the Eastern designs, which are now becoming fash 

ionable, and of which a good example is given in No. 13, a door 

light design. The Japanese style is shown in Nos. 32 and 46, the 

former representing bats in an evening sky, the latter fishes and 
reeds. Of designs for church windows may be mentioned Nos. 

55 and 56 and the large double-page Gothic design, No. 6z. 
There is an interesting introductory essay by Caryl Coleman. 

IN response to the request of Stella J. and others, we 
give directions for the treatment of the jonquil and narcissus de 

sign for a glove-case, by M. E. Whittemore, published recently 
in The Art Amateur. Idolting cloth is the material, used as a 

ground for the work;. The case is made of very pale blue satin, 

interlining with sheets of cotton batting, two sheets of -which will 

be required for the thickness, and a thick sprinkling of sachet 

powder, whatever perfume may be preferred, between the sheets. 
Fifteen inches square will be found a good size, and this piece is 

then to be covered and lined with the blue satin. It is to be 

doubled, so that the gloves may be laid between the folds, thus 

making it fifteen inches long and seven and a half inches wide. The 

flowers are to be embroidered in their natural colors with silks. 

The outside petals of the jonquil are light yellow, the inside a deep 

orange; the calyx is brown, and the stems are light and dark olive 

green. The narcissus is embroidered with white, the edge of the 

little cup, which is the centre of the flower, is scarlet, and the cup 
is yellow, the small dots in the middle of the cup being scarlet. 

The small leaf or calyx which curls round the stem is brown, and 

the stems and foliage are green. This embroidered piece is laid 
over the satin case and sewed round the edge and finished with a 
trimming of Fedora lace. Four inches from each end on the 
upper and lower sides, satin ribbons, twelve inches long, are sewed, 
and with these the case is tied together to hold the gloves in place. 

B UREA U OF PRACTICA L HOME DECORA TION. 

Persons out of town desiring professional advice 
on any matter relating to interior decoration or fur 
nishing are invited to send to the office of The Art 
Amateur for circular. Personal consultation, with 
the advice of an experienced professional decorative 
architect, can be had, by appointment, at this office, 
upon payment of a small fee. 

SUGGESTIONS ABOUT WYALL-PAPERING. 
SIR: We would like your advice as to papering our 

double parlors. They are thirty-seven feet through and nearly 
eighteen feet wide. The height of the ceilings is ten feet. The 
woodwork is chestnut, with black walnut mouldings. The ground 
work of the carpets is light olive, and the furniture is covered 
with dark red plush. Would you decorate the ceilings, or tint 
them ? What color and style of paper would you suggest ? 

E. S. B., Elmira. 
Tint the ceilings light yellowish terra cotta and the cornice 

cream-color. Paper the walls with a light terra-cotta-colored 
paper with large, flowing pattern in a darker or a lighter tint of 
the ground color. There should be a picture rod under the cor 
nice to match the chestnut mouldings of the woodwork. 

DECORA TING PARLOR AND BEDROOM. 

SIR: I am about to furnish and paper two small 
rooms, and would like a little advice. The front and larger room 
is to be used as a sitting-room, the other as a sleeping room. 
The proportions are ?5 x I8 feet and x5 x 14 feet, with twelve-foot 
ceilings. There are two windows facing the northeast and one the 
southeast in the first room, and there are two in the second room 
opposite each other, near a partition, one half of which forms an 
arch on the southeast side. There is a wvainscot three feet high in 
both rooms. The chimney is twenty inches square and projects 
into the front room; it has a sort of closet with a door from the 

wainscot up, four feet. Shall I nail it up and paper over it, or 
have it painted like the rest of the woodwork? I should like the 
walls and ceiling to be light; what combination of colors in the 
wall-paper shall I use; and for the ceiling; and for the wall space 
from the wainscot to the picture moulding; and for the two feet 
of space between the moulding and the ceiling? It should be 
something that will form a good background for my pictures. I 
have a medley of them-photographs, engravings and oil and 
water colors. What kind of frames shall I get, and how hang 
them ? What shall I use as a portiere for the arch ? Are lam 
brequins "the proper thing" to have? I dislike anything but 
lace curtains and plain shades for a window. With what colored 

material shall I cover a pair of easy-chairs and a lounge ? My 
carpets are bright. SEATTLE, Wash. Ty. 

Paint the wainscot and the woodwork in the sitting-room light 
reddish russet, and the closet the same. Paper the sitting-room 
walls between the wainscot and the picture mould with olive paper, 
deep in color, with a running pattern in a darker or a lighter 
shade of the same color. Let the frieze be of a large terra cotta 

pattern, lighter than the ground tint. Paint the ceiling a light 
"shrimp" color. The woodwork for the bedroom may be of 

"old ivory" tint; paper the walls with " old blue " tinted paper, 
with a delicate " all-over " pattern a darker or lighter shade of the 

same color. The frieze should be of a deeper tone of the same 

colored paper, with a bold and distinct pattern. Have the ceiling 
an orange-tinted terra cotta. The portiere for the arch may be 

deep wine red velours. Cover the easy-chairs and lounge with 
material of the same color. Lambrequins are not used generally. 
Have the shades for the windows dull " dcru." Plain oak frames 
are most suitable for photographs and engravings, and gilt frames 
are best for water-colors and oils. Keep the pictures in black-and 
white as much together as circumstances will permit. Water 

colors, with white or light mats, will hang fairly well with them; 
but it is desirable to have your oil-paintings on another wall. 

AR TISTS' COLORS AND MEDIUMfS. 
F. H. B., East Somerville, Mass.- (I) Artists of the 

present day do not grind their own colors. They will not even 
use colors made by unknown manufacturers, but such only as 
they know are skilfully prepared by makers. of reputation. The 
tube colors are now sold so cheap that the difference in expense 
between them and The unprepared colors is very small. If the 

artis.t's time is of any value he would be foolish to spend it on 
experimenting, which would probably only end in spoiling his 
picture. The secret of making good tube colors is partly in the 
oil used and partly in the mixing. Successful manufacturers 
naturally do not care to make their methods public. They also 
import their own earths to make combinations, producing colors 

which an amateur could not possibly buy in powder in this 
country. The reason that the old painters used to grind and mix 
their own colors is that there were no tube colorsto be bought in 
those days, and, evenl later, such as were sold in bladders were not 
to be depended on, or else were very expensive. (2) An ordi 
nary carriage-painters' mill would not do for grinding artists' 
colors. (3) Linseed oil is used for mixing common paint. The 
dryer is added afterward by the painter. (4) The colors you 
have marked on the printed list are, with two or three exceptions, 

untrustworthy. The lakes, except madder lake, are all worthless 
colors which will fade and turn with time. The madders are all 
good and permanent. (5) In your written list, the only one really 
good color which can be depended upon is lemon yellow. Naples 
yellow when used with pure silver white will not turn, but when 
mixed with certain other colors, or manipulated with a steel knife, 
is liable to do so. Indian yellow is a tolerably safe color. (6) To 
the inquiry "' Is turpentine injurious to colors ?" w'e' would 
say that it must be used with care. It is valuable when used with 
oil colors in laying in the first painting, as it dries quickly. In 
the after paintings, however, it is better not to use turpentine. A 
little French poppy oil is the safest medium. That made by 
Devoe is excellent. 

S. J., Brooklyn, N. Y.-Pratt & Lambert's " Amber 
Enamel" is intended for enamelling pottery painted in oil or 
water-colors, wvhich cannot be fired like that which is painted in 
mineral colors. It mixes freely with oil colors, avoiding the use 
of oil or dryers. A little turpentine can be used if the paint is too 
thick. Further directions are given as follows: When the picture 
is thoroughly dry apply a light coat of, the enamel if a very high 
glaze is desired. In case the article to be glazed has been painted 
without enamel having been mixed with the colors, apply two thin 
coats. Let the first coat be thoroughly dry before applying the 
second. Use a bristle brush, which clean carefully after using 
with turpentine, and keep it free from dust. The bottle should be 
corked when not in use. 

WHY SOME PAINTINGS CRACK. 
SIR: I have used for several years the medium given 

by John Collier in your April number, and have found it works 
grandly-i.e., copal, linseed-oil, turpentine, in equal parts. But 
one large picture has cracked. What is probably the cause ? 

NOVA SCOTIAN, Avondale, N. S. 

SIR: Some oil paintings that I have but recently fin 
ished have begun to crack, and are getting worse. They seem to 
crack most where white predominates. Do you know the cause 
and if there is any preventive or remedy ? 

SUBSCRIBER, Kingston, Ont. 

The paintings may have cracked from one of several causes: 
The oil may have been poor, or too much may have been used. 
Even if the oil is good, using it in excess will sometimes cause the 
colors to crack and turn dark. Again, if too little pigment is 
used, it is likely to crack. The first painting should always be 
thickly put on and allowed to dry well before proceeding to paint 
over it. Again, the trouble may be due to using transparent 
colors, such as madder lake or Antwerp blue, without enough 
white and black to give them substance. 

AMERICAN DESIGNS FOR SCO TLAND. 
DEAR SIR: Three weeks ago we received a call from 

Mr. Chalmers, of Dundee, Scotland, who said he was directed 
here through The Art Amateur. We have since filled an order 
for him, consisting of fifteen designs for linen table-cloths, and 
thirty designs for linen towel-borders-all to be manufactured in 
Scotland. For this order he pays us several hundred dollars. To 
quote him-" I have never seen such beautiful work as this any 
where; have never been able to get such good and practical designs 
for our purpose abroad. Neither have I ever seen any so nicely got 
ten up. I am exceedingly pleased with the manner in which you 
have filled my order, and I shall'give you another soon." He also 
assured us that our prices were moderate for the class of work 
done. 

I write to thank you-both for my pupils and myself-for your 
kindness in' recommending the School to Mr. Chalmers, and feel 
sure you will be pleased to know that our work was so satisfactory 
to him. Yours very truly, 

FLORENCE E. CORY, 
Principal of the School of Industrial Art for Women. 

CHINA PAINTING QUERIES ANSWERED. 

F. J., Elmira, N. Y.-First make the background, re 

serving the white space for the flower. Draw the outline correctly 
without too many lines, which wouXld soil the tints. For the leaves, 
the outline with the vein in the middle is sufficient. After the 
design is made take violet of gold with a little deep ultramarine 
and cover the two superior petals, and for the darkest deep violet 
of gold with more ultramarine. Always paint in the direction of 
the petals, sometimes converging towardthe centre, sometimes 
in a direction from it. The spots in the centre are composed of 
the same colors; the bud should receive a slight addition of pur 

pie. For the yellow portion mix silver yellow with jonquil 
yellow, and lay it on following the direction of the arrows. 

H., Syracuse, N. Y.-There.'is no reason why pen 
drawing on china should not be practised. Examples of such 

wvork were shown in London at an exhibition by Howell and 
James some years ago. A specially prepared " ink" was used, 
mixed with turpentine. 

S. S., Toledo, 0.-Pale yellow would be"& a good back 
ground for a spray of lilacs." 

J. F. H., London, Can.-The edge of the bottom of 
your Dresden plate is glazed all over, because soft paste porcelain, 
when fired, is hung from hooks, and there is no friction; a hard 
porcelain plate would have been stood on its base, and so have 
the glaze rubbed off. 

N. F., Chelsea, Mass.-The Lacroix dry colors which 
are most useful are: Rouge orange, violet de fer, noir d'ivoire, 
bleu riche, carmin No. 2, pourpre riche, gris perle, jaune orangd, 
ocre, brun No. 4, vert chrome riche, vert brun. vert noir, white 
enamel (English); with the addition, for more advanced students, 
of the following: jaune i mndler, rouge chair No. z, vert bleu 
riche, carmin No. 3, brun No. 3, Evans's brown,. 
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